
Electric Muscle Stimulation + 

Shock Wave Therapy

—— For better physiotherapy



What are EMS and Shockwave

EMS “Electrical Muscle Stimulation” is an internationally accepted and
proven way of treating muscular injuries. It works by sending electronic pulses 
to the muscle needing treatment; this causes the muscle to exercise passively. 
When the muscle receives this signal, it contracts as if the brain has sent the 
signal itself. As the signal strength increases, the muscle flexes as in physical 
exercise. Then when the pulse ceases, the muscle relaxes and the cycle starts 
over again, (Stimulation, Contraction and Relaxation.)

SHOCKWAVE is aimed at the affected areas that are the source of
chronic pain. The influence of the shockwaves causes to the dissolution of 
calcium deposits and leads to better vascularization. The after-effect is relief 
from the pain.



Why use self vacuum cup?

Self Vacuum Cup

Why combine these two function?

1. Reusable

2. No need  bandage

3. Functional product injection

4. Working together with shock wave

Combine deep stimulation (shock wave)
      Superficial simulation (EMS)

Cover all body parts
      Bone area (shock wave)
      Muscle area (EMS)





Product  Advantage

VACUUM ELECTRIC MUSCLE 
STIMULATION

01

RADIAL SHOCK WAVE
02

EMS HAND FREE CAN 
WORKING TOGETHER 

03

UPGRADED PROGRAM
04

10.4 INCH TOUCH SCREEN  
05

EMS FREQUENCY MAX TO 
30HZ, 9 MODES

06



Parameter
Output 110V/60HZ，220V/50HZ

Power consumption 150w

Max electric 100v  

Max shock wave 200mj

Packing Size 46*53*38cm

Net Weight 8kg

Screen 10.4 Inch color touch screen



Interface 

Shock wave

EMS



Pain Treatment 
Rehabilitation 
physiotherapy 

Decrease abdominal 
and body fat 

For ED treatment
（Shockwave）

Muscle growth strength 
training post-exercise 

recovery  (EMS)

Features



Muscle growth strength training post-exercise recovery  

EMS (electrical muscle stimulation) is 
a machine that delivers a stimulating 
pulse to your muscles. 

EMS builds and grows muscles by 
causing this contraction. When the 
muscle is tightened it is performing 
work, and this causes lactic acid to 
eventually enter the muscle，this can 
lead to faster muscle growth.



Shockwave for physiotherapy

Shockwave is an acoustic wave which 
carries high energy to painful areas 
and soft tissues with subacute, 
subchronic and chronic conditions. 
This energy promotes healing, 
regenerating and reparative processes. 
It's a unique, non-invasive solution for 
pain associated with the 
musculoskeletal system. Just three to 
four treatments needed at weekly 
intervals. A therapy session only takes 
approximately 10 minutes.



ED TreatmentED Treatment

Most men suffering from erectile dysfunction have 

vascular problems affecting the vessels that 

supply blood to the cavernous bodies of the penis, 

resulting in a decreased ability to develop and 

maintain an erection. The end result is an 

inadequate blood-flow followed by premature 

draining of an already reduced amount of blood 

from the cavernous bodies, meaning an erection is 

not achieved. Shockwave Therapy for ED of this 

type can be a highly effective treatment.
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